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PRODUCT INFORMATION

See knaufapac.com for the most up-to-date 
product information.

SALES ENQUIRIES

1800 003 377

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

TecASSIST™ – 1800 811 222

There are many variables that can influence construction projects,  
which affect whether a particular construction technique is appropriate. 
Before proceeding with any project, we recommend you obtain 
professional advice to ascertain the appropriate construction techniques 
to suit the particular circumstances of your project. We recommend  
you use qualified tradespersons to install this system.

The technical information contained in this manual was correct at the 
time of printing. Building systems, details and product availability are, 
however, subject to change. To ensure the information you are using  
is current, Knauf recommends you review the latest building information 
available on the Knauf website. 

For further information, contact TecASSIST™ or your nearest Knauf 
sales office.

KNAUF SERVICES

Knauf Gypsum Pty Ltd.
3 Thackeray Street,  
Camellia NSW 2142  
Australia

knaufapac.com



A range of Cornices  
to complement any room

A range of cornices to complement any room

CORNICE RANGE



KNAUF OFFERS A RANGE 
OF DECORATIVE CORNICE 
PROFILES TO SUIT A  
VARIETY OF DÉCORS



CAIRO

Create the sensation of height and space in any room with Cairo’s 
clean crisp angles and defined stepped design. Cairo’s aesthetically 
striking profile can be used across a diverse range of décors, 
especially lending itself toward modern interiors. Cairo is available 
in 2, 3 and 4 step profiles.
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100mm

Cairo 50mm Cairo 75mm Cairo 100mm

Knauf Decorative Cornices



LINEAR MANLY
Manly 75mmLinear 75mm

Linear is at the forefront of contemporary design. Characterised by  
its minimal architectural lines, the stylish 75mm square edge profile is  
a perfect complement for modern residential interiors.

A stylish fresh appearance, Manly offers a decorative touch with an 
understated smooth contour – combining to make a clean, flawless 
statement. Well suited for most ceiling heights as well as a majority  
of interiors.
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SYDNEY NEW YORK
New York 90mmSydney 90mm

With its combination of smooth curves and straight lines, Sydney is a 
stunning 90mm decorative cornice that adds style and elegance to any 
room. Sydney exemplifies a classic timeless look suitable for a broad 
selection of interior types. 

The clean, straight lines and sleek curves of New York combine 
understated elegance with a modern edge. This stylish 90mm profile 
adds an element of refinement, sophistication and space to a room, 
minus the exclusive price tag. 

90mm 90mm



SHEETROCK® COVE
Cove 55mm Cove 75mm Cove 90mm

Its classic clean lines and consistent profiles make SHEETROCK® Cove 
the perfect choice for a wide range of residential interiors. Conveniently 
available in a choice of 55mm, 75mm and 90mm profiles, it is 
designed to complement different ceiling heights and room proportions.

55mm 75mm 90mm
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